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ABSTRACT: The a!ordable and e!ective removal of traces of toxic heavy metal ions, especially lead, from contaminated drinking
water in the presence of excess sodium or other competing ions has been a long-standing goal in environmental science and
engineering. Here, we demonstrate the possibility of continuous, selective, and economical removal of lead from dilute feedwater
using shock electrodialysis. For models of lead-contaminated tap water, this process can remove approximately 95% of dissolved lead
(to safe levels below 1 ppb), compared to 40% of sodium ions, at 60% water recovery and at an electrical energy cost of only 0.01
kW hm!3. We are able to "t and interpret the separation data with a pore-depth-averaged electrokinetic model that reveals the
mechanisms for selective separation of lead ions. This selectivity is enabled by the faster transport of lead ions from the charged
porous medium to the cathode stream, as well as their larger barrier to escape to the fresh stream compared to sodium ions. The
experimental and theoretical results could be used to guide the development of low-cost, point-of-use systems for continuous
removal of lead from municipal water.
KEYWORDS: shock electrodialysis, lead contamination, electrokinetics

! INTRODUCTION
Excessive exposure to heavy metals such as lead a!ects the
normal function of the human body and leads to heavy metal
poisoning.1,2 The most common means of unhealthy exposure
to lead is by consumption of lead ions (Pb2+) present in
contaminated drinking water.3!5 Lead contamination of
municipal water commonly results from the corrosion of
plumbing elements, such as pipes, "xtures, faucets, and parts
joined by lead solder.4 For example, households in Flint, MI,
and public schools across the United States, many of which still
rely on legacy lead pipes for plumbing and transporting water,
were recently exposed to dangerously high levels of lead in
their drinking water.5,6 This public health crisis has been
addressed temporarily by distributing bottled water and
expensive "lters to residents and schools,7 but more sustainable
and cost-e!ective solutions are still in critical need. Conven-
tional methods for the removal of lead from tap water, typically
present in trace quantities, include "ltration8!10 and ion
exchange,11!15 though these systems are costly and require

either regular chemical regeneration or frequent replace-
ment.16,17

In this work, we adapt an emerging method for electro-
kinetic deionization known as shock electrodialysis (shock
ED)17!20 to continuously and selectively remove lead from
water in the presence of excess sodium, a common mineral
necessary for normal body function. The main part of the
system is a negatively charged macroporous material (the
nominal pore size of which is "1 !m) sandwiched between
two cation exchange membranes (CEMs), as shown in Figure
1. The negative surface charge attracts cations and repels
anions, which produces the so-called electrical double layer
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(EDL). The EDL gives rise to various electrokinetic
phenomena, such as surface conduction, electroosmosis (#ow
induced by an electrical "eld), di!usio-osmosis (#ow induced
by a concentration gradient), and streaming potential (an
electrical "eld induced by the #ow of an electrolyte). As an
electrical current is applied to the system (e.g., via water
splitting at the electrodes), ion concentration polarization
occurs inside the porous material, and when the applied
current exceeds the di!usion-limited current (which is made
possible by surface conductance and electroosmosis21), a
deionization shock wave propagates from the cathode-side
membrane to the anode-side membrane.22,23 A cross-feed
stream of #uid can then be split into fresh and brine products
at the outlet. As a comparison, traditional electrodialysis uses

alternating cation and anion exchange membranes that
separate unsupported (without charged porous media) brine
and fresh streams and requires greater energy for deionization
due to the di!usion-limited current.
In 2015, Schlumpberger et al.18 reported the "rst continuous

shock ED prototype and achieved >99% deionization for
binary electrolytes like NaCl and KCl. The scalings of total
deionization and water recovery versus current have since been
described by boundary-layer analysis and two-dimensional
numerical simulation based on a simple homogenized model,
where the EDL is assumed to be much thinner than the
characteristic pore size,24 but this approach is unable to predict
the remarkable ion selectivity of shock ED. Recent experiments
on mixtures of NaCl and MgCl2,

17 arti"cial seawater,20 and
nuclear process water19 have shown that shock ED is highly
selective in separating multivalent ions such as Mg2+ and Co2+

from mixtures with monovalent salts. As a result, the target
ions can be e!ectively removed while maintaining a low level
of electrical energy consumption because the other supporting
ions maintain the conductivity of the solution. This fortuitous
property makes shock ED competitive in applications that
require selective removal of dilute multivalent contaminants.
Here, we exploit this unique feature of shock ED to achieve

continuous, selective, low-cost removal of trace amounts of
lead from dilute solutions of model tap water. The working
conditions di!er from previous works in terms of the very low
concentration of the target species (Pb2+) compared to the
excess competing ion (Na+; in molar units, Na+:Pb2+ =
1350:1), as well as the overall low ionic strength of the feed

Figure 1. Schematic of the shock ED system.

Figure 2. Experimental results for the removal of lead from water by the frit device. In panel a, the "rst two rows show the dimensionless outlet
concentrations of Na+ and Pb2+ for the fresh, brine, cathode, and anode streams as well as the #ow-weighted average concentration of the four
streams, for a continuous 30-day run of the frit device at di!erent dimensionless currents followed by a continuous 9-day acid wash of the frit device
at zero current (all three inlet streams contain HCl at a concentration of 50 mM in addition to the mixture of Na+ and Pb2+). These concentrations
are all normalized by the inlet concentration of the corresponding ion, and the applied current is scaled by the #ow-limiting current (20 !A). The
last row shows the ion removal selectivity for the 30-day run, which is de"ned by the ratio of dimensionless fresh outlet concentration of Na+ to
Pb2+. (b) Five-day averaged values and standard deviations of dimensionless lead fresh concentration, water recovery, and selectivity for each
dimensionless current. The corresponding energy consumption is shown on the bottom axis.
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(#0.18 mM). For such dilute solutions, surface conduction is
comparable with bulk conduction in the negatively charged
macroporous medium, which enhances the selectivity. Our
experimental data are quantitatively consistent with the
predictions of a pore-cross-section-averaged model,25,26

which reveals the underlying electrokinetic mechanisms for
selectivity, based on di!erent energy barriers and transport
rates experienced by multivalent and monovalent ions passing
through the system.

! MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The device used here was fabricated following a design recently
published by our group.17,19,20 As shown schematically in
Figure 1, this architecture comprised three inlets and four
outlets. Two of the inlets and two of the outlets transported
#uid across the electrodes, and the third inlet delivered
contaminated feed to be puri"ed. The two remaining outlets
discharged the processed feed that was split into fresh and
brine streams using an acrylic splitter. The electrodes were
made of platinum mesh and connected to a Gamry Reference
3000 potentiostat/galvanostat using titanium wires, and the
CEMs were Na"on N115. The ionic composition of the outlet
was determined using inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (Agilent 7900 ICP-MS). For more details
about the materials, assembly, fabrication, and measurement,
see the Materials and Experimental Methods in ref 19. In this
study, we used two di!erent materials for the porous
microstructure, namely, a borosilicate frit and a silicon carbide
ceramic. The borosilicate frit was manufactured by Adams &
Chittenden Scienti"c Glass and had ultra"ne pores (nominally
ranging from 0.9 to 1.4 !m in size), an internal surface area of
1.75 m2 g!1 based on Brunauer!Emmett!Teller theory, a
mass density of 1.02 g m!3, a porosity of 48%, and dimensions
of 0.5 cm (x) ! 2 cm (y) ! 1 cm (z). The silicon carbide (SiC)
ceramic was manufactured by Saint-Gobain Research and had
a larger porosity of 56%, a bimodal pore size distribution (1!
100 nm and 1!10 !m), and also dimensions of 0.5 cm (x) ! 2
cm (y) ! 1 cm (z).
To model the conditions at the 90th percentile of tap water

contaminated with lead in Flint, MI, during the water
crisis,27,28 the feed used in this paper was a mixture of lead
and sodium with concentrations of approximately 28 !g L!1

(28 ppb) and 4.2 mg L!1 (4.2 ppm), respectively. Real tap
water normally includes other ions and minerals, but this
formulation is relevant to examine the continuous and selective
lead removal in the presence of sodium as a competing ion. To
create this mixture, we prepared stock solutions with 1000
times the target concentrations made from lead chloride
(PbCl2) and sodium chloride (NaCl), and appropriate
volumes of these solutions were then diluted in deionized
water. All reagents were purchased from MilliporeSigma and
used as received. In the preparation of this mixture, the
anolyte, catholyte, and contaminated feed were made identical
in composition, though the catholyte alone was dosed with
hydrochloric acid (HCl) at a concentration of 50 mM. This
dose of HCl was added to prevent precipitation of lead oxides
or hydroxides that could have formed due to hydrogen
evolution in the otherwise basic catholyte. For the device
comprising the borosilicate glass (SiC ceramic), the #ow rate
of the anolyte and catholyte was 180 !L min!1 (230 !L min!1),
and that of the feed was 66 !L min!1 (56 !L min!1). We chose
the #ow limiting current Ilim = $cationsz+Fc+Q # 20 !A as the
characteristic current for a #ow rate of 66 !L min!1.

Experimental Results. Figure 2a shows the outlet
concentrations of Na+ and Pb2+ for all streams as well as the
average concentration of the four streams, and the ion removal
selectivity (which is de"ned by the ratio of the dimensionless
fresh concentration of Na to Pb), for two operating conditions
on the frit device. The left of this panel corresponds to a 30-
day continuous run of the frit device at di!erent dimensionless
currents. Even at zero current, approximately 80% of the lead
was removed, which was mainly due to the exchange of Pb2+

and H3O+ across the membrane on the cathode side. The ion
removal selectivity was 2!3. The mean outlet concentration
was almost the same as the inlet concentration, which indicates
that lead ions did not accumulate inside the frit. As the current
was increased, more lead ions were removed from both the
fresh and brine streams, where the concentration of Pb2+ was
reduced to <1 ppb (>95% removal for both fresh and brine
stream), and the selectivity reached "30. This time, however,
the mean outlet concentration of Pb2+ decreased, which
suggests that Pb2+ accumulated inside the device. As a
comparison, Na+ was removed less than Pb2+ (at most "75%
Na+ removal from the fresh stream), yet the former did not
accumulate in the device. Possibly due to lead participation or
other mechanisms, the pressure increased at the inlet of the frit
with the current, and "nally as we increased the dimensionless
current to a value of 10, the device became clogged. To unclog
the system, we introduced HCl into the feed and anode
streams at a concentration of 50 mM (already present in the
cathode stream) and decreased the feed #ow rate to two-thirds
of the original rate for several days. After we increased the #ow
rate to its original value, we recorded the outlet concentration
for 10 days. As we can see from the right panel of Figure 2a,
lead ions were released from the device, especially from the
anode and brine streams, and no further clogging of the device
was observed.
In addition to the extent of ion removal, we are interested in

energy consumption and water recovery (de"ned as the
fraction of water recovered from the feed as fresh product).
Figure 2b shows the averaged fresh concentration of lead,
water recovery, and ion removal selectivity, versus energy
consumption per unit volume of feed for each dimensionless
current during the 30-day run using the frit device. The water
recovery increases with current (or energy consumption),
which is explained by electroosmosis from the anode side to
the cathode side in the negatively charged macroporous
material (the overall positively charged #uid tends to move
with the electric "eld). More than 95% of the lead was
removed with >60% water recovery and >10 selectivity for an
energy consumption of 0.01 kW hm!3 and a dimensionless
current of 1!2. Note that if 95% Na were also removed, this
energy consumption would be much larger due to the
increased resistance of the electrolyte. Under this low current,
the accumulation of lead in the device is so slow (barely
detectable over several days) that this is e!ectively a
continuous process, in which the device would simply need
to be refreshed by an acid wash after some period of operation,
depending on the level of lead contamination. Alternatively,
the gradual capture of lead in the relatively inexpensive and
interchangeable porous material could also be leveraged
periodically for safe disposal. We note, however, that we
used acid while running the devices, which is an operating cost
that can be eliminated by introducing and recycling a bu!er
solution, as we have demonstrated in previous work.20 In that
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case, there is no hydronium exchange at zero current and thus
an applied current is necessary for ion removal.
Figure 3 shows the experimental results for a 30-day

continuous run of the SiC device at zero electric current. The

SiC device removed >95% of Pb2+ (fresh concentration of <2
ppb) but only 40% of Na+, indicating a selectivity of >30.
Meanwhile, the dimensionless mean outlet concentration of
lead was "1, which indicates that lead did not accumulate in
the device. Because 2 ppb is already well below the EPA action
limit of 15 ppb, it was not necessary to apply current to the SiC
device to further improve lead removal. The water recovery
was approximately 80% possibly because the splitter was placed
closer to the anode. The more selective lead removal by the
SiC device compared with that of the frit device at zero current
shows the potential to signi"cantly improve shock ED
performance by optimizing the materials, though the reasons
are still to be investigated. Possible reasons include the
advantages of bimodal pore distribution and di!erent surface
charges.
Principles of Selective Lead Removal. The experimental

data of the frit device can be quantitatively interpreted using a
pore-depth-averaged electrokinetic model,25,26 which reveals
the fundamental mechanisms for multivalent ion separation by
shock ED using homogeneous porous material. The model
uses the depth-averaged Poisson!Nernst!Planck!Stokes
equations to describe three-dimensional transport in a
micro#uidic shock ED system. The model applies to
multicomponent electrolytes for any EDL thickness, captures
the phenomena of electroosmosis, di!usioosmosis, streaming
potential, and water dissociation, and incorporates the inlet
and outlet frit!electrolyte interface. We showed that this
model can predict the experimental deionization and
conductance for binary electrolytes well,18 and we qualitatively
demonstrated the selective removal of Mg2+ relative to Na+.17

The model parameters we used for this work are summarized

in the Supporting Information. Note that the model includes
several important parameters that can be adjusted to "t the
experimental data: the membrane hindrance factor (i.e., the
ratio of e!ective di!usivity in the membrane to bulk
di!usivity), the surface charge density (") of the frit, and the
membrane charge density. In the model, we assume a constant
" for the sake of simplicity, while in fact, " can vary with the
current and local ionic composition due to charge regulation.29

In addition to the full depth-averaged model, we also
calculated the homogenized model in which the EDL is
assumed to be much thinner than the nominal pore size, and
thus the depth-averaged coe$cients are reduced to 1 or 0.25

Homogenized models are regularly used in the literature due to
their simplicity,22!24 but they can miss important mechanisms
for selective ion removal.26 In this work (ionic strength of the
feed stream of approximately 0.18 mM), the EDL thickness is
on the order of 10!100 nm (comparable with hp # 250 nm,
the inverse of pore area density), which means that the EDL
occupies a signi"cant part of the total pore volume. In this
case, the pore-averaged concentrations can be very di!erent
from the bulk concentrations, which may be important for
selective lead removal.
The simulation results of the full depth-averaged and

homogenized models are shown in panels a and b of Figure
4. The depth-averaged model predicts selective lead removal
for any current, and it quantitatively agrees with experimental
data except for the concentration of lead in the brine stream
for dimensionless currents of >3, possibly because the model
does not capture the accumulation of lead in the device. The
depth-averaged model also works well for the water recovery
and current!voltage relationship. The homogenized model, on
the contrary, shows no selective lead removal at low current,
which indicates that the "nite EDL thickness is a key feature of
selective lead removal at low current. To analyze the
mechanisms of selective lead removal, Figure 4c shows the
contour maps of depth-averaged concentrations and relative
#uxes at representative locations. As the cross-#ow proceeds,
the concentration of Pb2+ decreases more relative to that of
Na+ in the charged channel, especially when the applied
current is large. In addition, we observe a greater decrease in
the concentration of Pb2+ compared to that of Na+ at the
interface between the charged channel and the outlet, which
suggests that Pb2+ is more preferably transported to the
cathode stream than to the outlet. These two phenomena, in
which lead ions are removed to a greater extent from the
charged channel to the cathode stream (by ion exchange or
electrical current) and they are harder to transport from the
charged channel to the outlet, collectively explain the selective
lead removal in the fresh stream by shock ED. The "rst
phenomenon indicates that the surface charge is preferably
balanced by monovalent cations in the shock ED system.
Under the condition of weak charge and no electroosmosis,
this can be quantitatively proven by a scaling analysis.26 In the
full problem in this work, the transport is more complicated,
and the deionization shock is not even obvious because the
inlet solution is so dilute that the weak charge condition (

I
h F s

in
p

!! , where F is Faraday constant and Isin is the inlet ionic

strength)22 is not satis"ed. Therefore, we can just numerically
show that the multivalent cations are more reduced in the
charged channel (Figure 4c). On the contrary, the second
phenomenon can be explained by two mechanisms26 (Figure
4d). First, the multivalent lead ions are more strongly attracted

Figure 3. Experimental results for the removal of lead from water by
the SiC device. No electric current was applied. The explanation of
this "gure can be found in Figure 2a.
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to the negatively charged pore surface, where the #ow velocity
is reduced due to the no-slip boundary. The depth-averaged

coe$cient u c
u ck

P P
k

P
k

" = " #
" #" # provides a quantitative description of

the di!erence between the depth-averaged convective #ux
!uPck" and the product of the depth-averaged velocity !uP" and
concentration !ck" (of ion species k) for pressure-driven #ow,

25

as shown in Figure S1. Second, a #ow through a charged
channel can generate a streaming current, but the net current
in the x-direction must be zero because the two ends are open.
To o!set the streaming current, a streaming potential will
develop to push back cations and pull out anions from the
charged channel, and this e!ect is magni"ed for multivalent
cations. These two e!ects, the a$nity for the charged channel
where the velocity is low and stronger push-back by the
streaming potential, make lead ions more di$cult to remove
from the charged channel to the outlet compared to sodium.
Furthermore, the e!ects described above should be stronger
for lower concentrations, as indicated by the larger magnitude
of #kP at lower concentrations as shown in Figure S1, and a
comparison between two simulation cases for di!erent inlet
concentrations is shown in Figure S2.

! CONCLUSION
We have shown that shock ED can selectively, e!ectively, and
continuously remove lead simply by ion exchange (at zero
current) or by electrokinetic transport at very low electrical
energy costs. The experimental results are consistent with the
predictions of a depth-averaged model well, which reveals the

mechanisms for selective multivalent ion removal. In future
applications of the method, a reusable bu!er solution could be
used in place of acid for the electrode streams, and shock ED
stacks could be built to further reduce the capital and operating
costs.
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